Everest Textiles | NRGmaster Crane

Features and Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Optimized headroom
No dangling cables
Maximum end approach
Safe operation
Ergonomic radio controller
Increased productivity

Industry Group:

Hoist Manufacturers Institute (HMI)

Overview:

Everest announced its plans to open a U.S.
sports fabric weaving plant in 2016. The
Taiwanese company took over a vacant,
400,000-square-foot industrial building in
Forest City, North Carolina, creating an
operation that supplies customers and
brands like Nike, Columbia, Under Armour,
North Face and Patagonia with finished
fabrics that are turned into innovative active
wear and sports apparel.

“The NRG has a clean design
and it’s very easy to install.
And R&M is just a good
experience. Anytime we have
the choice, we choose R&M.”
Mike
Handling Services, Inc.

Innovation.
Performance.
Reliability.

R&M NRGmaster crane lifting a fabric roll at Everest Textiles.
Everest needed a simple and efficient method to feed its looms with yarn and
fabric rolls, which can weigh 2,000 lbs. or more. Everest’s buyer, contacted
Mike, of Handling Services Inc., to design and install a crane and hoist system
that would meet the textile company’s unique needs.
Mike assumed that a C-track festoon crane would likely meet Everest’s needs.
But when he visited the old industrial mill Everest planned to renovate, there
was a problem. The ceiling height was 20 feet, but there was also a 24-inch
reduction due to water piping and other conduit running across the ceiling.
Because of this, a traditional C-track festoon would mean expensive structural
changes.
Facing the issue of limited clearance, HSI turned to R&M Materials Handling
for an NRGmaster energy chain crane. The design of the NRGmaster crane
incorporates an energy chain power system that requires no additional ceiling
or overhead clearance. Its power and control cables are enclosed in a flexible
“energy chain,” which rests in a guide channel that is fastened to the web of
the bridge girder.
Since the install, Nick, Everest Purchasing Manager, said the crane has saved
Everest time and led to high levels of productivity as yarn beams are switched
in and out of looms. In fact, Everest is so pleased with the setup that plans call
for a second NRGmaster to be installed when production begins in a
mezzanine level of the plant.
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